Large-scale analysis of gene expression: methods and application to the kidney.
Characterization of tissue-specific gene expression profiles, or transcriptomes, may serve two purposes: a) establishing relationships between cell transcriptomes and functions (i.e. molecular and physiological phenotypes) under physiological and pathophysiological conditions serves to elucidate gene functions, and b) determination of the totality of genes expressed in a cell seems a prerequisite for understanding cell functions, because the properties of proteins vary with their environment. Sophisticated methods are now available for transcriptome analysis. They are based on serial, partial sequencing of cDNAs (sequencing of expressed sequenced tags (ESTs) and serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE)), or on parallel hybridization of labeled cDNAs to specific probes immobilized on a grid (macro- and microarrays and DNA chips). Some methods were designed specifically to compare gene expression under different conditions (substractive hybridization, glass microarrays). However, all these methods require several microg of mRNA as starting material, making impossible, in most tissues, to analyse gene expression in homogeneous cell populations. To get around this limitation, we developed a scaled-down SAGE method (SAGE adaptation to downsized extracts: SADE) in our laboratory. SAGE is based on the following: a) each cDNA is characterized by a 10-bp informative sequence called tag, b) the information from several transcripts is condensed into a single DNA molecule by concatenation of several tags, c) sequencing of individual clones from the library of concatemers, computer analysis of sequences and interrogation of sequence databases allow quantitative gene expression profiling. Applied to microdissected mouse nephron segments, SADE made it possible to determine segment-specific transcriptomes.